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WRD 401-03-Special Topics:  
Social Movement Rhetoric 
T. & Th. 2:00-3:15 pm @ Funkhouser Building Rm. B2 
 
Professor: Karrieann Soto Vega, PhD 
📧 ksotovega@uky.edu 
🏢 Patterson Office Tower 1313 
Office Hours: Wed. 12:00-2:00 pm, 
or by appointment. 
 
For a printable copy of this syllabus, click this link. 
 

Contacting the Professor 
 
Visiting office hours is the best way to clarify questions you may have about 
specific approaches to fulfilling assignment requirements, inquire about your 
course progression, and to talk through professional opportunities you may 
have that relate to the work we do in this course. If you are planning on 
visiting office hours, please let me know ahead of time. Alternatively, if you 
have a gmail account, we could chat online!  
 
Appointments outside of office hours should be requested via email.  
 
My promise to you is that I will respond to emails sent Monday to Friday, 
though my response may take 24-48 hours, depending on the subject 
matter. Messages sent over the weekend will be answered on the following 
Monday. Before emailing me, I ask that you: 
 

1. Look at the syllabus, course assignments, or class notes. 
2. Ask 1-2 of your classmates. 
3. Visit the Writing Center. 

 
If none of these resources help solve your concerns, then please include your 
course number in the subject line of your email, and indicate which resources 
you consulted before writing. I will also ask that you follow proper email 
etiquette— “’sup prof,” “hey,” and/or one-liner emails are not conducive to 
prompt responses. In fact, email etiquette will be considered part of the 
assessment for this course. 
 
That said, most of the course communication outside of the classroom will 
happen via email. 
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Course Description 
 
Studies of special topics in writing, in areas such as literary nonfiction, travel 
writing, science writing, responding to literature, cultural critique, and 
composing law and justice.  
 
In this course we will explore social movement rhetoric and composition 
theories as they pertain to historical events of social protest. We will take an 
interdisciplinary approach to study how social movements begin. Where? 
What are their goals? What available means do social movements utilize? 
What composition practices emerge? How do rhetorical theories shape how 
we understand social movements and activism? What about culture? We will 
center our discussions on these questions, attending to modalities and 
specific case studies.  
 
We will regularly write, review and revise your work in class, and you will be 
graded on major assignments accounting for all your stages of production. 
There will also be individual and collaborative presentations. 
 
Student Learning Outcomes 
 
Students should be able to identify tenets social movement rhetoric, 
historically and in its present iterations. Attending to writing, rhetoric, and 
digital studies, student will be able to produce content towards a social 
movement struggle of their choice. Because of the interdisciplinary nature of 
this course, students should be able to make connections between content 
across different academic disciplines. Students will demonstrate their 
understanding of key theories through academic writing, multimodal 
production, and in democratic discussions. 
 

Course Objectives 
 

● Engaging concepts that help explain the persuasive dynamics of social 
movements. 

● Understanding the exigencies that produce social movements, 
participants, and contexts. 

● Appreciating various ethical and other dilemmas faced by social 
movements. 

● Recognizing the role of the state and other institutions in suppressing 
social movements . 
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● Understanding how changes in technology and global capitalism have 
changed the nature of social movements in the twenty-first century. 

● Examining case studies that illuminate the successes and failures of 
social movements across history. 

 

Required Materials 
 
1. Charles Morris III, and Stephen Howard 
Browne. Readings on the Rhetoric of Social 
Protest, 3rd edition, 2018. 
2. A series of texts will be made 
available via Canvas. You are 
required to read and bring these 
pieces to class the day they’re assigned. 

 

Assessment 
 
Your work will be evaluated as you engage with course material, and in your 
production of deliverables, a concept that represents what you would deliver 
to demonstrate your engagement with course content. Course progression 
will be categorized in terms of: 
 

Participation, Communication 
and Engagement  
15% 

Participating in reading discussions, 
in-class activities, review sessions; 
timely submissions; attendance & 
punctuality; technology use. 

Critical Reading Exercises 
15% 

A series of short exercises to do in 
relation to the assigned readings. They 
will vary in length and will be graded for 
completion. 

Multimodal/Creative Production 
& Rhetorical Reflection  
15% 

The multimodal products should reflect 
a consideration of the target publics 
being addressed, accompanied by a 
rhetorical reflection in which you 
demonstrate attention to form and 
content, referring to the specific 
composition strategies and intended 
effects in specific rhetorical situations 
you foresee for the product. 
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Presentations  
15 % 

Leading discussion with a peer; 
individual presentation of a social 
movement. 

Contemporary Social Movement 
20% 

As a midterm, you will write a short (5-6 
page) research paper on the ways in 
which organizations, groups, and/or 
individuals already engage social 
movement rhetoric. The paper should 
apply the concepts discussed in class. 

Final Report on Social 
Movement Rhetoric 
20% 

In lieu of an exam, you will write a 10-12 
page paper that critically analyzes a 
campaign. An effective essay, at a 
minimum, will: • Choose to analyze a 
piece of social movement rhetoric with 
high social relevance • Use materials 
from inside and outside of class to 
frame your discussion • Provide 
concrete details from your case study. 
This includes, but is not limited to, 
direct quotations and visual examples • 
Use an appropriate citation method 
(e.g. MLA, APA, Chicago) • Be free of 
spelling and grammatical errors 

 
Each week, you will be completing a variety of in- and out-of-class work, both 
individually and collaboratively. Plan on spending a minimum of 2-3 hours 
outside of class doing work for every hour we spend together (this means 
spending 5-8 hours per week doing work outside of class). You will receive 
specific instructions for major assignments at least two weeks before they are 
due. Grading in this course is as follows: 
  
A (90-100):  excellent work that abundantly meets assignment expectations 
B (80-89.9):good work that meets expectations 
C (70-79.9): satisfactory work that generally satisfies the assignment but with  

common and significant problems 
D (60-69.9):unsatisfactory work that exhibits very significant problems 
F  (0-59.9):  failing work that does not meet university-level requirements 
 
Pluses (+) and minuses (-) allow for more grading precision and will be used in 
this course. An average grade of “C” or better is required for GCCR credit.  
Midterm grades will be posted at MyUK by the deadline established in the 
Academic Calendar (http://www.uky.edu/registrar/calendar). In lieu of a Final 
Exam, final papers are due by 5:00 pm on 12/11/18. Most of your work will be 
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submitted through Canvas. Occasionally, you will be asked to bring in or 
submit hard copies of work. 
 
Late Work:  Deadlines are crucial in professional contexts. They are similarly 
important in this course, where project planning and time management are 
part of the skill set you should be developing. Written assignments are due by 
the beginning of class or at the time specified for online submission. Major 
assignments are reduced by one letter grade per business day. In-class 
work cannot be made up.  
 
Extensions are allowed, with the condition that you make a formal 
request: ahead of time—at least 24 hours, in writing, and with an explanation 
of how the extension will help you. If you will miss assignment submissions 
because of an excused absence, you should let me know a week in advance 
so we can make a plan for your submission. I will not accept work that is late 
with no request for extension.  
 

Policies & Resources 
 
Attendance 
 
Attendance and punctuality (being in class by class start time) will be 
considered in your participation grade. Attendance will be recorded at the 
beginning of class every day this semester. Excessive tardiness will lead to 
unexcused absences. Three excessive tardies (> 5 minutes) will be 
combined to count as an unexcused absence. ‘ 
 
Online activities will be recorded as attendance for days we won’t be meeting 
in person this semester. Attending one-on-one conferences will also be 
counted towards general attendance. If there are emergency situations 
where you must be absent, late, or where you must communicate with folks 
outside of class, please let me know ahead of time. Otherwise, you should be 
present during class time.  
 
University policy distinguishes between excused and unexcused 
absences. The University defines the following as acceptable reasons for 
excused absences: (a) serious illness, (b) illness or death of family member, (c) 
University-related trips, (d) major religious holidays, and (e) other 
circumstances found to fit “reasonable cause for nonattendance” by the 
professor. When you have an excused absence, you are responsible for 
providing me with relevant documentation. Appropriate notification of 
absences due to University-related trips is required prior to the absence when 
feasible and in no case more than one week after the absence. While you will 
not be penalized for excused absences, you are expected to withdraw from 
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the class if more than 20% of the classes scheduled for the semester are 
missed per University policy; this semester, 20% of the classes amounts to 6 
classes.  
 
You can have up to 2 unexcused absences, but there’s a high chance your 
overall grade will be affected if you miss more than 6 classes a semester (as 
stated above), so you should make an appointment to meet with me about 
how you plan to make up the work. It is your responsibility to track your 
absences and know if/how they will affect your grades. Further details on 
excused absences may be obtained through the Ombud’s website: 
http://www.uky.edu/Ombud/ForStudents_ExcusedAbsences.php. 
 
Basic Needs Security Statement 
 
There are often unexpected situations that are prone to occur which could 
affect your performance in this class. Any student having difficulty fulfilling 
specifics needs, like affording healthy foods every day, living in a safe and 
stable environment, and/or engaging in self-care, all of which could affect 
their performance in this course, is encouraged to contact the Dean of 
Students (http://www.uky.edu/deanofstudents/) for potential resources. If 
comfortable to do so, notify the professor so she can provide further 
guidance. You do not have to provide details, but being aware of situations 
that may hinder your well-being would help me better serve our community 
of learners (and help me help you). You can also refer to the Counseling 
Center, and work towards mindfulness. 

 
Accessibility 
 
If you have a documented disability that requires academic 
accommodations, please see me as soon as possible during scheduled office 
hours. Finding out what accommodation is needed and asking for it may 
take practice and may require collective adjustments. I will strive to make 
course content and assessment as accessible as possible, but in order to 
receive specific accommodations in this course, you must provide me with a 
Letter of Accommodation from the Disability Resource Center (DRC). The 
DRC coordinates campus disability services available to students with 
disabilities. It is located on the corner of Rose Street and Huguelet Drive in 
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the Multidisciplinary Science Building, Suite 407. You can reach them via 
phone at (859) 257-2754 and via email at drc@uky.edu. Their website is 
http://www.uky.edu/D 
 

 
 
University of Kentucky values diversity and inclusion; we are committed to a 
climate of mutual respect and full participation. My goal is to create learning 
environments that are useable, equitable, inclusive and welcoming. If there 
are aspects of the instruction or design of this course that result in barriers to 
your inclusion or accurate assessment or achievement, I invite any student to 
meet with me to discuss additional strategies beyond accommodations that 
may be helpful to your success. 
 
Classroom Engagement 
 
To better cultivate a climate of mutual respect and full participation, I also 
expect everyone to be respectful towards one another. Throughout the 
course, you will be asked to consider personal experience in relation to your 
developing understanding of the topics discussed, and to share these with 
your peers, though you are not required to share. You will be able to reflect 
and participate in a variety of modes, such as in oral class discussion, and in 
informal writing exercises. You can also share information with me or the 
class (through Canvas or via email). 
  
As you participate in oral discussions, carefully consider the effects your 
words may have upon others. Share experiences if you feel they provide 
fodder for further discussion: Does it prompt a new question, or is it simply an 
example? How does it connect to the readings? The purpose of discussion is 
not to get it right, but to collectively build clear and critical conceptions of the 
theories you are presented with in the assigned readings and to apply those 
to your own life, and to those around you. 
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I respect your right to voice opinions that conflict with my opinion and the 
opinion of other students. You must, however, express your opinions in a 
manner that is respectful, civil, and not disruptive to the class. If you violate 
the rules for civil behavior in class, you will be required to leave the class and 
will receive an unexcused absence for that class. 
 
Technology will be allowed, but your participation grade will be affected if 
you are clearly not using it for class purposes. Multitasking on your devices to 
complete non-relevant tasks not only affects your performance in the class, but also 
the performance of classmates who can see your multitasking.  
 
If there are any constraints that prevent you from accessing or printing 
course material, you should let me know as soon as possible. The goal of this 
course is for students to engage in nuanced and critical conversations on 
complex phenomena, and to do so following ethical academic practices.  
 
No class can be video or audio-recorded. 
 
Bias Incident Response Team 
 
The University of Kentucky is committed to cultivating and nurturing an 
environment in which every student, staff, and faculty member feels and 
knows they belong.  In the event a student, staff, or faculty member 
experiences an instance of bias, hatred, or identity-based violence, there are 
services and resources to provide support and advocate for the person or 
group targeted.  Services can be accessed by contacting the Bias Incident 
Response Coordinator at 257-3189 or birt@uky.edu.  The Bias Incident 
Support Services (BISS) Office is located on the ground floor of Frazee Hall in 
Suite 4. Services are available M-F 8:30am-5:00pm. 
 
The Bias Incident Response Team (BIRT) is the official university reporting 
system to address instances of bias, hate, and identity-based violence. 
Reports can be made anonymously. Reports can also be made with the 
expectation that the reporter will be contacted by the Bias Incident Response 
Coordinator via an outreach email to the impacted person’s university email.  
 
Academic Integrity 
 
Per University policy, students shall not plagiarize, cheat, or falsify or misuse 
academic records. Students are expected to adhere to University policy on 
cheating and plagiarism in all courses. The minimum penalty for a first 
offense is a zero on the assignment on which the offense occurred. If the 
offense is considered severe or the student has other academic offenses on 
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their record, more serious penalties, up to suspension from the University, 
may be imposed.  
 
Plagiarism and cheating are serious breaches of academic conduct. You are 
advised to become familiar with the various forms of academic dishonesty as 
explained in the Code of Student Rights and Responsibilities. Complete 
information can be found at the following website: 
http://www.uky.edu/Ombud. A plea of ignorance is not acceptable as a 
defense against the charge of academic dishonesty. It is important that you 
review this information as all  ideas borrowed from others need to be properly 
credited. 
 
When students submit work purporting to be their own, but which in any 
way borrows ideas, organization, wording, or content from another source 
without appropriate acknowledgment of the fact, the students are guilty of 
plagiarism. That said, the question of what counts as plagiarism can be 
complicated, especially when you’re learning how to conduct research and 
integrate it into your own work, as we’re doing in this course. If you feel 
unsure about a question of plagiarism involving your work, please consult 
with me on the matter before submission. You can also inquire about 
strategies to avoid plagiarism if you visit the Writing Center. 
 
Writing Center 

 
The UK Writing Center 
(https://wrd.as.uky.edu/writing-center) offers free 
one-on-one assistance on all of your writing projects for 
all of your classes. The Writing Center is full of wonderful 
people. They are located in the HUB of the W.T. Young 
Library (B108B) and are open from 9:00am to 9:00pm, 
Monday through Thursday, and 9:00am to 3:00pm on 
Friday.  
 
 

Presentation U! 
 
You will deliver an in-class presentation this semester. Presentation U! 
(http://www.uky.edu/presentationU/) offers all kinds of tutoring, including 
help developing multimedia oral presentations. You can find them in a few 
places across campus, as well as online, and can make a coaching 
appointment through their website. 
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*This syllabus is inspired by the work of Dana Cloud and  Bryan McCann. 
 
FALL 2018 CALENDAR* 
*Tentative and Subject to Change 
 

Date  Course Content  Homework (due next class) 

Week 1 
Thursday, 
Aug. 23 

Introductions 
Syllabus 
discussion 

Buy Book, Read Henry David Thoreau- 
“Civil Disobedience” -, Frederick Douglass- 
“What to the Slave is the Fourth of July” 
 
CRE 

Week 2 
Tuesday, 
Aug. 28 

Introductions II 
Social Movement 
& Protest 

Read “On Neoliberal Circulation,” “What do 
Millennials Want?” 

Thursday, 
Aug. 30 

Exigence  Engels, Welch, Carter & Mutnick 
 
CRE 

Week 3 
Tuesday, 
Sept. 4 

Democracy 
 
 

“Becoming an Activist” (Meyer), “The Ballot 
or the Bullet” 

Thursday, 
Sept. 6 

Violence & 
Respectability  
 

Read “Anger Among Allies,” Audre Lorde 
 
CRE 

Week 4 
Tuesday, 
Sept. 11 

Anger & Action 
 
 

Read Chapter 1 from textbook: Theoretical 
Foundations and New Directions (7-9) 
➔ Scott & Smith, “The Rhetoric of 

Confrontation” (26-32) 
➔ Cathcart, “Movements: 

Confrontation as Rhetorical Form” 
(77-83) 

➔ Cox & Foust, “Social Movement 
Rhetoric” (84-104) 

Thursday, 
Sept. 13 

Origins and 
Trajectories 
 
 

Read “Cycles of Protest,” “Social Movement 
Communities” 
 
CRE 
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Week 5 
Tuesday, 
Sept. 18 

Intergenerational 
Impetus 
 
 

Read Chapter 3 from textbook: Choose 2 
➔ DeLuca and Peeples, “From Public 

Sphere to Public Screen” (183-202) 
➔ Pezzulo, “Resisting ‘National Breast 

Cancer Awareness Month’” (203-221) 
➔ Wanzer, “Trashing the System” 

(222-243) 

 
Draft Midterm and bring to class 

Thursday, 
Sept. 20 

Audience 
 
 

Read “Rethinking Rhetorical Field 
Methods” and “The Sounds of Climate 
Change” 
 
Revise Midterm Essay 

Week 6 
Tuesday, 
Sept. 25 

Environmental 
Rhetoric 
 
 

Read Chapter 4 from textbook:  
➔ Campbell, “The Rhetoric of Women’s 

Liberation” (65-76) 
➔ Boor Tonn, “Militant Motherhood” 

(323-339) 

 
 
 

Thursday, 
Sept. 27 

Women’s 
Movements 
 
 

Read Rand, KJ Rawson,  
Qwo Li Driskill (optional) 
 
Midterm Due Next Class 

Week 7 
Tuesday, 
Oct. 2 

LGBTQ+ 
Rhetorics 
 
 

Read Castell and “The Declaration of 
Occupy”  

Thursday, 
Oct. 4 

Networks and 
Occupations 
 
 

Read Lake (from book, “Enacting Red 
Power, 295-308), Tuck and Yang 
“Decolonization is not a Metaphor”  
 
CRE 

Week 8  American Indian  Read Chapter 5 from textbook: 
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Tuesday, 
Oct. 9 

Movements 
 
 

➔ Murphy, “Domesticating Dissent” 
(396-410) 

➔ Cloud, “Foiling the Intellectuals” 
(436-452) 

Thursday, 
Oct. 11 

Control 
 
 

Read Kim “Unbecoming Human”, Edwards 
& Lang “#YesAllWomen” 
 
CRE 

Week 9 
Tuesday, 
Oct. 16 

New Materialist 
Approaches & 
Ableism  
 

Read Washington & Ono, Flores 

Thursday, 
Oct. 18 

Anti-Racist 
Rhetorics 
 

Read bell hooks, Carmen Kynard 
 
CRE 

Week 10 
Tuesday, 
Oct. 23 

Education as a 
Site of Struggle 
 

Read Chapter 6 from textbook--Stewart, 
“The Evolution of a Revolution” (488-500), 
Alicia Garza’s Herstory 
 
Optional: The Guardian article 
 

Thursday, 
Oct. 25 

Contemporary 
Activism/BLM 
 
 

Prepare your individual presentations 

Week 11 
Tuesday, 
Oct. 30 

Student 
Presentations 
 
 

Finish editing presentation materials 

Thursday, 
Nov. 1  

Student 
Presentations 
 

Begin multimodal/creative production 
 

Week 12 
Tuesday, 
Nov. 6 

Multimodal/ 
Creative 
Production 
Workshop 

Finish Multimodal Production 
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Thursday, 
Nov. 8 

Class Cancelled 
 

CRE: Draft Rhetorical Reflection 

Week 13 
Tuesday, 
Nov. 13 

Student 
Presentations 
 
 

MM Project Due Nov. 15 (online) 

Thursday, 
Nov. 15 

No Class   CRE: Final Proposal 
 

Week 14 
Tuesday, 
Nov. 20 

No Class  
 

Start drafting Final 
 

Thursday, 
Nov. 22 

Fall Break  Read Combahee River Collective, Chavez, 
“Counter-Public Enclaves” (361-373) 
 
CRE: What are your views on Coalitions? 
  

Week 15 
Tuesday, 
Nov. 27 

Feminist 
Solidarities 
 

Read “Living the Political Life” & “Dolores 
Huerta” 
 
Attend one-on-one conferences 
 
CRE: Fill out Source Heuristic (due Nov. 27) 
 

Thursday, 
Nov. 29 

Chicanx and 
Latinx Rhetorics 
 

Attend one-on-one conferences 
 
CRE: Bring your paper to class 
 

Week 16 
Tuesday, 
Dec. 4 

Regroup/Review 
Social Movement 
Futures- MM 
Presentations 
 

Read Audre Lorde-”Transformation of 
Silence into Language and Action” 

Thursday, 
Dec. 6 
 

Last Day of Class  Final Due 12/11  (online) 
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